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BackgroundBackground

Typhon is a Microsoft Solution OfferingTyphon is a Microsoft Solution Offering
Not a new productNot a new product
No new codeNo new code
Entirely COTSEntirely COTS

Provides user access to multiple security domains Provides user access to multiple security domains 
from one workstationfrom one workstation

Reduce space, weight, and power requirementsReduce space, weight, and power requirements
Support existing applicationsSupport existing applications
Support simultaneous sessions with quick switchingSupport simultaneous sessions with quick switching
Leverage local computing powerLeverage local computing power

Builds on NSA research using VMMs to provide Builds on NSA research using VMMs to provide 
separationseparation

Host OS a “black hole” on the networkHost OS a “black hole” on the network
Provide multiple layers of isolationProvide multiple layers of isolation
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DemonstrationDemonstration

Typhon XP User ExperienceTyphon XP User Experience
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Typhon XP Typhon XP 
ArchitectureArchitecture

VirtualVirtual
MachineMachine
MonitorMonitor
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Windows Architecture Windows Architecture 
BasicsBasics

Processes and TokensProcesses and Tokens

Access Control ListsAccess Control Lists

Terminal Svcs & Fast User SwitchingTerminal Svcs & Fast User Switching

Windows Network StackWindows Network Stack

Software Restriction PoliciesSoftware Restriction Policies

Encrypting File SystemEncrypting File System
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Processes & TokensProcesses & Tokens

Security Reference Monitor (SRM) in Security Reference Monitor (SRM) in 
kernel controls access to objectskernel controls access to objects

Each process or thread has an Each process or thread has an 
associated associated access tokenaccess token

SRM uses the SRM uses the access tokenaccess token to identify  to identify 
the processes security contextthe processes security context

Access token contains:Access token contains:
SID (security identifier) of userSID (security identifier) of user

SIDs of groups the user is a member ofSIDs of groups the user is a member of

Privileges heldPrivileges held

Other stuff…Other stuff…
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Processes & TokensProcesses & Tokens

Each process runs in own virtual memory Each process runs in own virtual memory 
spacespace

Unless granted a special privilege one user Unless granted a special privilege one user 
cannot open another user’s processcannot open another user’s process

Threads can change their security contextThreads can change their security context
Impersonation using an authenticated connection Impersonation using an authenticated connection 
(e.g. authenticated RPC or named pipe)(e.g. authenticated RPC or named pipe)

Processes can be created as other than the Processes can be created as other than the 
current user’s identity current user’s identity 

Using LogonUser or  CreateProcessAsUser APIUsing LogonUser or  CreateProcessAsUser API
Must specify user credentials (userid, password, Must specify user credentials (userid, password, 
domain)domain)
Only Winlogon process can do this for accounts Only Winlogon process can do this for accounts 
with blank passwordswith blank passwords

Prevents attacks on user accounts with no passwordPrevents attacks on user accounts with no password
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Access Control ListsAccess Control Lists

Named objects have a security descriptor Named objects have a security descriptor 
(SD) (SD) 

(e.g. files, dirs, reg keys, processes, named pipes, (e.g. files, dirs, reg keys, processes, named pipes, 
etc.)etc.)

SD contains owner ID, DACL, and SACLSD contains owner ID, DACL, and SACL
SACL describes conditions to auditSACL describes conditions to audit

DACL is a list of SIDs and permissions to the DACL is a list of SIDs and permissions to the 
objectobject

Can be allowed or denied permissionsCan be allowed or denied permissions

Process or threads request a set of Process or threads request a set of 
permissions when opening an objectpermissions when opening an object

SRM walks DACL with user and group SIDS from SRM walks DACL with user and group SIDS from 
token until desired access it accumulated, access token until desired access it accumulated, access 
denied reached, or end of listdenied reached, or end of list
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& Fast User Switching& Fast User Switching
Each Win32 process can have one or more Each Win32 process can have one or more 
windowswindows
Windows are bound to a given desktopWindows are bound to a given desktop

Windows on the same desktop can send Windows on the same desktop can send 
messages to one another messages to one another 

e.g. mouse click, keystrokes, etc.e.g. mouse click, keystrokes, etc.

Each desktop has own memory heap so no Each desktop has own memory heap so no 
window messages can be sent between themwindow messages can be sent between them

Desktops are bound to a window stationDesktops are bound to a window station
Logged in user typically has multiple desktops Logged in user typically has multiple desktops 

Apps, secure screen saver, secure attn sequenceApps, secure screen saver, secure attn sequence

Only one window station is visible on the console Only one window station is visible on the console 
and can receive keyboard and mouse input at a and can receive keyboard and mouse input at a 
timetime
Clipboard is per window station and blocked on Clipboard is per window station and blocked on 
winlogon desktopwinlogon desktop
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& Fast User Switching& Fast User Switching
Window stations are part of a sessionWindow stations are part of a session

Session abstraction created for terminal servicesSession abstraction created for terminal services

Anything within same session gets the same Anything within same session gets the same 
kernel GUI statekernel GUI state

Terminal Server adds multiple sessions Terminal Server adds multiple sessions 
Session keyboard/video/mouse IO is bound to the Session keyboard/video/mouse IO is bound to the 
glass or a network driverglass or a network driver

Fast User Switching also uses multiple Fast User Switching also uses multiple 
sessionssessions

Session keyboard/video/mouse IO is bound to the Session keyboard/video/mouse IO is bound to the 
glass or a null deviceglass or a null device
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Application WindowApplication Window
Application WindowApplication Window

DesktopDesktop

Application WindowApplication Window
Application WindowApplication Window

DesktopDesktop

Application WindowApplication Window

Application WindowApplication Window

DesktopDesktop

Window StationWindow Station

WM_INPUTWM_INPUT
WM_KEYSTROKEWM_KEYSTROKE

Win32K.SYSWin32K.SYS

SessionSession

Application WindowApplication Window
Application WindowApplication Window
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Application WindowApplication Window
Application WindowApplication Window
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Application WindowApplication Window

Application WindowApplication Window

DesktopDesktop

Window StationWindow Station

WM_INPUTWM_INPUT
WM_KEYSTROKEWM_KEYSTROKE

Win32K.SYSWin32K.SYS

SessionSession

Null DeviceNull Device

Local KVMLocal KVM
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Windows Network StackWindows Network Stack

NDISNDIS

NICNIC
DriverDriver

NICNIC
DriverDriver

NICNIC
DriverDriver

NICNIC
DriverDriver

TDITDI

TCP/IPTCP/IP IPX/IPX/
SPXSPX

NETBEUINETBEUI
VPCVPC

VirtualVirtual
SwitchSwitch

WinsockWinsock Microsoft Microsoft 
NetworkingNetworking

File/PrinterFile/Printer
SharingSharing
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Software Restriction Software Restriction 
PoliciesPolicies

Policy based mechanism in Windows XP to restrict Policy based mechanism in Windows XP to restrict 
program executionprogram execution

Two policies out of the boxTwo policies out of the box
Trusted: run with full user privilegesTrusted: run with full user privileges

Untrusted: do not runUntrusted: do not run

Two levels out of the boxTwo levels out of the box
Unrestricted: Run all code except those specified in policyUnrestricted: Run all code except those specified in policy

Disallowed: Only run code expressly permitted by policyDisallowed: Only run code expressly permitted by policy

Can exempt administrators and checks on DLLsCan exempt administrators and checks on DLLs

Code identified by:Code identified by:
File/folder paths  (e.g. c:\windows\system32)File/folder paths  (e.g. c:\windows\system32)

URLs – http paths, UNC paths, etc.URLs – http paths, UNC paths, etc.

Image hashes (e.g. MD5 hash for evil.exe)Image hashes (e.g. MD5 hash for evil.exe)

Publisher certificates (e.g. DoD PKI cert)Publisher certificates (e.g. DoD PKI cert)

Policy enforced at Win32 CreateProcess and Policy enforced at Win32 CreateProcess and 
LoadLibrary API for native codeLoadLibrary API for native code
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Encrypting File Encrypting File 
SystemSystem

Implemented as a file system filter on Implemented as a file system filter on 
Windows starting with Windows 2000Windows starting with Windows 2000

Transparent to user and applicationsTransparent to user and applications

Very high performanceVery high performance

Discretionary to the file and dir levelDiscretionary to the file and dir level
Cannot be applied to the OS files directlyCannot be applied to the OS files directly

Windows XP SP1 uses AES-256Windows XP SP1 uses AES-256
Private key stored in user profile encrypted by Private key stored in user profile encrypted by 
user logon credentialsuser logon credentials

Ability to define recovery agent without private Ability to define recovery agent without private 
key on the systemkey on the system

Use on Typhon primarily for additional Use on Typhon primarily for additional 
separation (will discuss later)separation (will discuss later)
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RNGRNG

Data recoveryData recovery
field generationfield generation

(RSA)(RSA)
DRFDRF

Recovery agent’sRecovery agent’s
publicpublic key key
in recovery policyin recovery policy

Randomly-Randomly-
generatedgenerated
file encryption file encryption 
keykey

File EncryptionFile Encryption

File encryptionFile encryption
(AES)(AES)

Data decryptionData decryption
field generationfield generation

(RSA)(RSA)

DDFDDF

User’sUser’s
publicpublic key key

A quickA quick
 brown fox brown fox
jumped...jumped...

*#$fjda^j*#$fjda^j
u539!3tu539!3t
t389E *&t389E *&
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*#$fjda^j*#$fjda^j
u539!3tu539!3t
t389E *&t389E *&

DDFDDF

File DecryptionFile Decryption

DDF contains DDF contains 
file encryption file encryption 
key encrypted key encrypted 
under user’s under user’s 
public keypublic key

A quick A quick 
brown foxbrown fox
jumped...jumped...

A quick A quick 
brown foxbrown fox
jumped...jumped...

File decryptionFile decryption
(AES)(AES)

DDF extractionDDF extraction
(e.g., RSA)(e.g., RSA)

File encryptionFile encryption
keykey

DDF is DDF is 
decrypted using decrypted using 
the the private keyprivate key  
to get to the file to get to the file 
encryption keyencryption key

User’s User’s privateprivate
keykey
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Typhon XP Typhon XP 
ArchitectureArchitecture

VirtualVirtual
MachineMachine
MonitorMonitor
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Virtual MachinesVirtual Machines

Virtual Machine Monitor software isolates Virtual Machine Monitor software isolates 
hardware on the host OS from the guest OShardware on the host OS from the guest OS

Each VM runs as a single process on the hostEach VM runs as a single process on the host

Can use VMWare Workstation or Microsoft Virtual Can use VMWare Workstation or Microsoft Virtual 
PC 2004PC 2004

VMWare already subject of NSA analysisVMWare already subject of NSA analysis

Guest OSs runs within virtual machinesGuest OSs runs within virtual machines
Standard commercial OS and appsStandard commercial OS and apps

Each Guest OS can be domain joined and Each Guest OS can be domain joined and 
networked including AD for managementnetworked including AD for management

Each VM bound to a single NICEach VM bound to a single NIC
VPN option in development to use single cable to VPN option in development to use single cable to 
the desktopthe desktop
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Security ContextsSecurity Contexts
Each network/level is represented as a Each network/level is represented as a 
local user account on the hostlocal user account on the host

E.g. E.g. SIPRSIPR, , CoalitionCoalition, , JWICSJWICS user accounts user accounts

These accounts have no passwords and These accounts have no passwords and 
don’t need themdon’t need them

Host OS prevents creating process from one Host OS prevents creating process from one 
account as otheraccount as other

VM guest OS still requires user authentication VM guest OS still requires user authentication 
to the networkto the network

Each VM runs as a different local userEach VM runs as a different local user
Separate processes with access tokensSeparate processes with access tokens

Existing process isolation prevent access Existing process isolation prevent access 
between these processesbetween these processes
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Security ContextsSecurity Contexts

Each VM in a different user sessionEach VM in a different user session
Different desktop and window stationDifferent desktop and window station

Different address spaceDifferent address space

One VM window cannot send window messages One VM window cannot send window messages 
to othersto others

Windows XP Fast User Switching used to Windows XP Fast User Switching used to 
toggle between levelstoggle between levels

  + L key switches desktops+ L key switches desktops

Biometric option to switch between levels Biometric option to switch between levels 
Train each finger a different level/userTrain each finger a different level/user

Convenience feature not a security featureConvenience feature not a security feature

Ideal for customers where one user per machineIdeal for customers where one user per machine
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Selecting Security Selecting Security 
DomainDomain
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SeparationSeparation
Each VM uses separate virtual disk file on Each VM uses separate virtual disk file on 
host OS in own directoryhost OS in own directory

Looks to each VM as own hard drive but really Looks to each VM as own hard drive but really 
just big files on hostjust big files on host

E.g. D:\low\low.vmdk is low VM “C drive”E.g. D:\low\low.vmdk is low VM “C drive”

Each disk file ACLed so that only one level Each disk file ACLed so that only one level 
user account can accessuser account can access

Prevents rogue app at one level from attacking Prevents rogue app at one level from attacking 
storage of anotherstorage of another

Each VM disk file also encrypted so only the Each VM disk file also encrypted so only the 
“level” user account can open“level” user account can open

Secondary isolation with little overheadSecondary isolation with little overhead

Provides protection from offline attack on VM disk Provides protection from offline attack on VM disk 
file if OS disk is not attackedfile if OS disk is not attacked
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Host Operating Host Operating 
SystemSystem

Windows XP Embedded SP1Windows XP Embedded SP1
Same binaries as XP Pro but with only what you need to run Same binaries as XP Pro but with only what you need to run 
TyphonTyphon

Adds some additional capabilitiesAdds some additional capabilities

38+ OS services disabled compared with XP Pro38+ OS services disabled compared with XP Pro
While many services have been disabled their files have While many services have been disabled their files have 
not removed them from the disk image yetnot removed them from the disk image yet

User shell set to VMM ApplicationUser shell set to VMM Application
No explorer interface to mess withNo explorer interface to mess with

Local account wallpaper set to show current levelLocal account wallpaper set to show current level

Software Restriction Policies permit only VMMSoftware Restriction Policies permit only VMM

Most networking services removed from host OSMost networking services removed from host OS
TCP/IP files still present on current builds but unbound from TCP/IP files still present on current builds but unbound from 
any NICSany NICS

VMM bridge or equiv protocol only service bound above VMM bridge or equiv protocol only service bound above 
NDIS layerNDIS layer
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Typhon XP Typhon XP 
ArchitectureArchitecture

““Low” Virtual Low” Virtual 
Disk FileDisk File

““High” Virtual High” Virtual 
Disk FileDisk File

““Low” OS & AppsLow” OS & Apps

““High” OS & AppsHigh” OS & Apps

EFSEFS

ACLACL

VMVM
MM

UserUser
ContextContext
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Host Boot OptionsHost Boot Options

Host OS and VMM are stored in own Host OS and VMM are stored in own 
partition on hard drive or removable mediapartition on hard drive or removable media

Only changeable state is on data partition for VM Only changeable state is on data partition for VM 
disk filesdisk files

Host files can be updated with simple copyHost files can be updated with simple copy

Enhanced Write Filter can be used to prevent any Enhanced Write Filter can be used to prevent any 
writes to host partitionwrites to host partition

EWF is new feature to XP EmbeddedEWF is new feature to XP Embedded

Redirects all writes to disk to memoryRedirects all writes to disk to memory

Writes appear to succeed but are lost on rebootWrites appear to succeed but are lost on reboot

Host OS/VMM can be booted from CDHost OS/VMM can be booted from CD
Booting directly from CD is slow until OS files are Booting directly from CD is slow until OS files are 
cached in RAMcached in RAM

Require no more memory than hard drive bootRequire no more memory than hard drive boot
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Host Boot OptionsHost Boot Options
XPe supports copying entire CD to RAM XPe supports copying entire CD to RAM 
drive and booting from RAMdrive and booting from RAM

Very fast after initial copyVery fast after initial copy

Requires more RAM for OS/VMM RAM driveRequires more RAM for OS/VMM RAM drive

If host needs to be updated hand out new CDs at If host needs to be updated hand out new CDs at 
the doorthe door

Can also copy OS/VMM image to RAM Drive Can also copy OS/VMM image to RAM Drive 
from server at boot timefrom server at boot time

Uses PXE or BXP bootUses PXE or BXP boot

Update host OS image centrallyUpdate host OS image centrally

Once machine is booted it can function through Once machine is booted it can function through 
network outagesnetwork outages

Only data left on machine at power-off is AES-256 Only data left on machine at power-off is AES-256 
encrypted virtual disk filesencrypted virtual disk files
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Data SharingData Sharing

Data sharing between levels at the Data sharing between levels at the 
host was not an original design goalhost was not an original design goal

Easier to control data flow through fixed Easier to control data flow through fixed 
connections on serversconnections on servers

Data sharing options do exist for Data sharing options do exist for 
customers willing to accept riskcustomers willing to accept risk

Shared disk resources can be setup Shared disk resources can be setup 
between VMsbetween VMs

VMM shared virtual disksVMM shared virtual disks

Shared disk partitionsShared disk partitions

Shared disk can be ACLed to prevent Shared disk can be ACLed to prevent 
writes from higher levelswrites from higher levels
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Using Single NIC & Using Single NIC & 
VPNsVPNsExploring use of single cable and VPNs to Exploring use of single cable and VPNs to 

access these different domainsaccess these different domains
Used commonly in thin client architecturesUsed commonly in thin client architectures

Using VPNs to access low networks over Using VPNs to access low networks over 
system high DMZ seems promisingsystem high DMZ seems promising

IPSec policy on each guest OS IPSec policy on each guest OS 
““from me to any use gateway *** require AH with cert foo from me to any use gateway *** require AH with cert foo 
and ESP”and ESP”

Each guest OS would maintain a cert and keys Each guest OS would maintain a cert and keys 
that can only access one network VPN serverthat can only access one network VPN server

Certs issued by CA on respective networkCerts issued by CA on respective network

Same layers of isolation protect these keys from other Same layers of isolation protect these keys from other 
VMsVMs

All traffic on DMZ is strong encryptedAll traffic on DMZ is strong encrypted
3DES keyed with 2048-bit DH supported in Windows 3DES keyed with 2048-bit DH supported in Windows 
IPSecIPSec
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Using Single NIC & Using Single NIC & 
VPNsVPNsVPN servers allow connection from VPN servers allow connection from 

authenticated guest VM to back end authenticated guest VM to back end 
network resourcesnetwork resources

VPN servers ensures correct VM VPN servers ensures correct VM 
authenticated and proper encryption usedauthenticated and proper encryption used

Assume the guest VM is compromised and the Assume the guest VM is compromised and the 
server will still prevent it from connecting to the server will still prevent it from connecting to the 
wrong networkwrong network

Hybrid approach is to use one NIC per levelHybrid approach is to use one NIC per level
NIC 1 connects to multiple TS networksNIC 1 connects to multiple TS networks

NIC 2 connects to multiple Secret networksNIC 2 connects to multiple Secret networks
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Typhon VPN SolutionTyphon VPN Solution
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More DemonstrationMore Demonstration

The Typhon XPerienceThe Typhon XPerience
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BackgroundBackground

Trusted Multi-NetTrusted Multi-Net: HatWizard based on the : HatWizard based on the 
Unified Cryptologic Architecture Office’s Unified Cryptologic Architecture Office’s 
“HatWizard” project—architected by MITRE“HatWizard” project—architected by MITRE

Four years of development, refinement, and Four years of development, refinement, and 
testingtesting

Two rounds of security testingTwo rounds of security testing

One operational pilotOne operational pilot

Microsoft partnering with Arrowhead Global Microsoft partnering with Arrowhead Global 
Solutions, Citrix, and Concurrent Technologies Solutions, Citrix, and Concurrent Technologies 
CorporationCorporation

HatWizard based on Win XPe thin clients, HatWizard based on Win XPe thin clients, 
server-based computing, a smart-card server-based computing, a smart-card 
based PKI, and VPN tunnelingbased PKI, and VPN tunneling
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HatWizard ProblemHatWizard Problem

SIPRNETSIPRNET GWANGWANNSANETNSANET
(IWS)(IWS)

JIWCSJIWCS
(IWS)(IWS)Site TS/SI/TK/BSite TS/SI/TK/B

Ops NetOps Net

Stu-IIIStu-III

Red PhoneRed Phone

JWICS VTCJWICS VTC

OSINTOSINT

READOUTREADOUT
Multi-NetMulti-Net

(IWS)(IWS)
SecureSecure

PolycomPolycom
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User And User And IT IT NeedsNeeds

Secure desktop access to Secure desktop access to 
informationinformation

On any networkOn any network

At any security At any security 
classification levelclassification level

From anywhereFrom anywhere

Secure real-time and Secure real-time and 
asynchronous asynchronous 
collaborationcollaboration

To anyoneTo anyone

From anywhereFrom anywhere

Establish ad hoc Establish ad hoc 
classified networks to classified networks to 
support coalition support coalition 
operationsoperations

Integrate secure access Integrate secure access 
and collaboration with and collaboration with 
existing IT network existing IT network 
infrastructureinfrastructure
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HatWizard’s Big HatWizard’s Big 
IssuesIssues

How do you How do you deliver the bitsdeliver the bits to the desktop  to the desktop 
from multiple networks operating at from multiple networks operating at 
different security classification levels?different security classification levels?

How do you How do you secure a desktop devicesecure a desktop device that  that 
has access to information at different has access to information at different 
security classification levels?security classification levels?

How do you provide users with How do you provide users with secure real-secure real-
time and asynchronous collaborationtime and asynchronous collaboration over  over 
networks operating at different security networks operating at different security 
classification levels?classification levels?

How do you establish an How do you establish an ad hoc classified ad hoc classified 
network environmentnetwork environment??
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Provides Security and CoexistenceProvides Security and Coexistence
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Win XPe Thin Client Win XPe Thin Client 
DesktopDesktop
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The NYTOR RavenThe NYTOR Raven

No hard disk, floppy disk, or CD-ROMNo hard disk, floppy disk, or CD-ROM

Win XPe run in locked down Flash RAMWin XPe run in locked down Flash RAM

Win XPe image configured for secure operationsWin XPe image configured for secure operations

No local user logon available!No local user logon available!
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Trusted Multi-Net: HatWizard Trusted Multi-Net: HatWizard 
Primary BenefitsPrimary Benefits

Provides Provides secure serial connectivity to an secure serial connectivity to an unlimited unlimited 
number of network environmentsnumber of network environments

Real-time audio and video collaborationReal-time audio and video collaboration is  is 
supportedsupported through a resident NetMeeting  through a resident NetMeeting 
application that runs within a locked down Internet application that runs within a locked down Internet 
Explorer browser on the thin clientExplorer browser on the thin client

Both Both users and the thin clients are strongly users and the thin clients are strongly 
authenticatedauthenticated using digital certificates as part of  using digital certificates as part of 
establishing VPN tunnels and logging onto any establishing VPN tunnels and logging onto any 
network environmentnetwork environment

Can also be applied to Can also be applied to health care, banking, health care, banking, 
insurance, and software developmentinsurance, and software development verticals verticals

Secure remote access to applications and dataSecure remote access to applications and data

Rigorous control of applications, information, and storage Rigorous control of applications, information, and storage 
on the desktop deviceon the desktop device

Strong machine and user authenticationStrong machine and user authentication
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Trusted Multi-NetTrusted Multi-Net: HatWizard: HatWizard  
Additional BenefitsAdditional Benefits

Flexible support for coalition operationsFlexible support for coalition operations

Increased bandwidth efficiencyIncreased bandwidth efficiency

Applications integrationApplications integration

Wireless network capableWireless network capable

Greater resistance to insider attacks/ Greater resistance to insider attacks/ 
malicious codemalicious code

Integrated network and systems managementIntegrated network and systems management

Easier configuration management of Easier configuration management of 
software applicationssoftware applications
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Trusted Multi-Net: HatWizardTrusted Multi-Net: HatWizard
LimitationsLimitations

Two rounds of NSA security testing identified some Two rounds of NSA security testing identified some 
issuesissues

Incremental technical improvements have been Incremental technical improvements have been 
incorporated into the solution—no architectural issues have incorporated into the solution—no architectural issues have 
been identifiedbeen identified

Initial security domain configuration is complexInitial security domain configuration is complex
New Group Policy Console simplifies management of group New Group Policy Console simplifies management of group 
Management policiesManagement policies

Migration of legacy desktop application Migration of legacy desktop application 
environments can be costly and time consumingenvironments can be costly and time consuming

Blade computers can replace or augment server-based Blade computers can replace or augment server-based 
computerscomputers

Currently supports serial VPN connectionsCurrently supports serial VPN connections
New NYTOR Eclipse thin client uses a Typhon XP-like VMM New NYTOR Eclipse thin client uses a Typhon XP-like VMM 
and 3 smart card readers to support simultaneous VPN and 3 smart card readers to support simultaneous VPN 
connectionsconnections
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Trusted Multi-Net: HatWizardTrusted Multi-Net: HatWizard
StatusStatus

DIA evaluating 3 different MSL desktop DIA evaluating 3 different MSL desktop 
solutions one of which is Trusted Multi-solutions one of which is Trusted Multi-
NetNet

Single VPN and VMM variantsSingle VPN and VMM variants

Use of blades and server-based computing Use of blades and server-based computing 
for applications processingfor applications processing

New NYTOR Eclipse thin client solution New NYTOR Eclipse thin client solution 
can be seen in Partner Pavilioncan be seen in Partner Pavilion
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Questions?Questions?
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